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Mystery
Jerry Pardoe and Jamila Patel hunt down a
ritualistic cult inspired by Neolithic cannibals in the
new horror from Graham Masterton.
Grieving the loss of his wife and ten-month-old
daughter, twenty-four-year-old Roy Johnson seeks
a change in his life. He leaves his job as a heavy
equipment operator in Bentlyville, Pennsylvania, to
be nearer to his family in Kansas. Linda Powers
mourns the death of her husband Jeff, who died in
Spain at the hands of terrorists. When she
abandons her job and friends in Litchfield, Ohio,
shes not sure exactly where shes going. Lonely and
sad, Roy and Linda each embark on their personal
odyssey and can not predict what their futures
hold. Surely, they will never be able to replace their
loved ones. As they drive separately toward St.
Louis, Missouri, their paths cross at several rest
stops. Their interactions are friendly and polite. But
soon, Mother Nature intercedes. When torrential
rain storms sweep through the Midwest and a huge
levee breaks, water envelops their vehicles and
they are forced into the fierce elements. As Roy and
Linda depend on each other for survival, their love
grows. They wish to spend the rest of their lives
together, but they must first survive the brutal
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flood waters.
In a post-9/11 world, everyone is on edge,
especially those who protect the president of the
United States. Despite meticulous security
measures, a deadly terrorist attack occurs in front of
the White House, leaving the nation in shock and
seven high-ranking diplomats dead. While
Americans demand justice, Terry Steele, a highly
decorated special operative, receives his marching
orders from the president to leave for Saudi Arabia
to eradicate the alleged assassins. He has no idea
that he and his children will soon lose their lives at
the hands of Al-Qaeda. But from tragedy arises his
wife, Jennifer, who rejoins the CIA and emerges as
the most lethal special operative to have ever
donned a dress. Fueled by a desire for revenge,
Jennifer and her team continue the fight against
terrorists determined to release a weapon of mass
destruction. In this political thriller, a stunning CIA
operative must outthink the enemy and come up
with a solution-even though she always seems to
be a step behind.
The Redemption of John T.
The Lakewood High Serial Killer
The Nightstalker
Before She Dies
Running to Love
Volume 15
Stephen Dobyns—whom Stephen King has
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described as "the best of the best"—is back
with a comic suspense novel about a smalltime con operation, a pair of combative
detectives, and the pride, revenge, and
deception that guide us all. Richard Russo
meets Elmore Leonard. In the seaport town of
New London, Connecticut, newcomer Connor
Raposo has just witnessed a gruesome
motorcycle accident on Bank Street. At least
he thinks it was an accident. A man sliced in
half by a reversing dump truck could only be
an accident, right? But these days, Connor
can’t be sure of anything—his entire line of
work is based on games of artful deception.
His days at Bounty, Inc., are spent soliciting
funds for improbable, bogus charities; its last
venture was Free Beagles from Nicotine
Addiction, Inc. The new scam is Prom Queens
Anonymous, Inc., dedicated to helping former
high school celebs transition to humdrum
daily grown-up lives; Connor’s target is
Angelina Rossi—Pumpkin Queen of 1985,
proud beagle owner, and ex-wife of a man
named Fat Bob. Meanwhile, Manny Streeter
and Benny Vikström are the local detectives
assigned to the Bank Street motorcycle
wreck, and despite their shared interest of
proving each other wrong, the two eventually
reach the same conclusion: This death by
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Harley was Murder One, pure and simple. As
the detectives begin asking their questions
around town, Connor is looking for similar
answers that will determine whether he lives
or dies. Among them: Who is Fat Bob, and is
he actually dead? Sharply written and
entertainingly absurd, Is Fat Bob Dead Yet? is
packed with Stephen Dobyns’s trademark
characters—whimsical, neurotic, puzzling yet
familiar, and impossible to pin down. Dobyns
again proves why he is an American master of
the suspenseful, all-too-human land of the
absurd.
Linda and Dean Burns were much to be
envied: wealthy, attractive, and with three
beautiful children. Their lives seemed idyllic,
although they were busy, Linda teaching third
grade and Dean managing a large
construction firm. That was before the
accident. The accident changed everything.
Now neither of them could meet the other's
needs. Just as Dean was unable to satisfy
Linda's emotional needs, and chafed under
the workload of household and childcare
obligations, Linda could not support Dean's
need to work longer hours to maintain the
family's financial security. What happens
when the perfect life comes to a crashing
halt? As their marriage unraveled, friends
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looked on in horror, wishing they could do
something to help. The Hands of Christ is the
story of two people who found themselves
entirely unequipped for the chaos they faced,
and of Christian friends who cared enough to
attempt to intervene. Will Dean and Linda be
able to salvage the disaster that has become
their marriage, or will they succeed in
constructing independent paths out of the
rubble? The Hands of Christ are open to the
weary and brokenhearted. Perhaps Dean and
Linda couldn't recognize them.
You can't change your nature not even if you
become a shadow of the city. Becca picked the
wrong place to set up for the night two years
ago, then a vampire ran right into her. When
they couldn't change her memory they made
her into a creature of the undead. Adjusting
to her life as a vampire was tough but now
she wants more. Joining the Shadow Squad or
being just useful but her strength isn't where
it should be. And Caleb volunteers to train her
to get better. Yet there's more to the older
vampire than he's letting out. Caleb has lived
decades in the city of Angels, well actually the
city of hidden vampires. And it's part of his
job to keep the vampire's secret. But his new
mission is to keep a little teen vamp in check
with Becca's help. He never expected to feel
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the pull to the newbie in such a strong way.
Craving her blood and her heart, he's put on
the spot between saving Becca or keeping the
secret of vampires. If you like hot vampires,
you'll enjoy this vampire romance. One-Click
your copy today!
Essays on Trends in Crime Fiction, Film and
Television, 1990–2010
Containing the Histories of Rosalinda and
Lealdus, Dorisba and Leander, Emilia and
Edward, Adelais, Daughter of Otho II, and
Alerames, Duke of Saxony : with a Most
Remarkable Story of Edmund, the Gallant
Earl of Salisbury, Nephew to that Earl of
Essex who was General of the Parliament
Army Against K. Charles I : Intermix'd with a
Variety of the Most Affecting Scenes, Both of
Distress and Happiness
Voyages of the Union Yacht
The Solo Beatles Film & TV Chronicle
1971-1980
Diamonds Can Kill
Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine
Drake lives in the clouds, desperate to forget the
past. But then his father finds his weed stash.
Drake must now take his A Levels at Ashnest
College, away from bad influences at Horlton
High. Against command, he secretly continues to
smoke, and behaves recklessly to gain new
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friends. Now they must face the wrath of their
furious victim. Trapped in a war to communicate
with his father and do the right thing, Drake
struggles to hold on to what's left of his sanity
before a repressed trauma destroys him.
Intensely immersive, Cloud Zero is a punchy and
gritty debut.
65 million years ago at the end of the Cretaceous
Period eighty-five percent of all species
disappeared, including the dinosaurs. This was
the second largest mass extinction in Earth's
history and numerous theories have been
proposed to explain it, but none of them have
been correct. Now there is a new theory.
Geologist Derek Burdette and his seismologist
and ex-power lifter friend, big Jeff "Mac"
Mackenzie, embark on an ordinary camping trip
in the North Carolina mountains. The camping
trip turns into a scientific mystery when they
have an alien encounter and stumble upon the
real reason for the mass extinction of the
dinosaurs.
International in scope and varied in its
theoretical approaches, this collection of ten new
critical essays examines the prevailing trends in
recent crime fiction. Of particular interest are
shifting, and increasingly globalized,
conceptions of crime, as well as the genre’s
response to technological, legal, and social
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changes at the end of the 20th century.
Employing critical tools new to crime-fiction
studies, the essays also gesture toward a future
for genre scholarship.
The Last of the Butterflies
CASTLE'S KEEP
The Shadow People
The Millennial Detective
The new spine-tingling novel from the master of
horror
Presidential Approval
This book is FREE for download. Vanessa Capri hates musicians.
She has good reasons to, just not ones she’s willing to talk about,
even with her best friend, Sandy Thibeault. Vanessa has a long
history with rock stars; as the daughter of a famous music producer,
she’s spent her life around them and knows about the seedy
underbelly of the music business. She knows firsthand how the
industry ruins lives and families, and she’ll do anything in her
power to stay away. Until the talent show at The Rosewood
Academy for Academic Excellence—her boarding school for the
rich and famous—where she sees Willmont Davidson perform. She
recognizes his rare talent and knows he needs to audition for her
father’s new boy band. Except Willmont isn’t buying what
she’s selling and seems to be immune to the lure of the music
business. Vanessa is determined to get him on board, though she’s
also committed to maintaining her distance from the band.
Especially when one of the members turns out to be someone from
Vanessa’s past—someone she’s been trying for months to get
over. But then her summer plans—relaxing at her house in the
Hamptons with Sandy—are threatened when her best friend
decides she wants to follow the band on tour. It’s a dream come
true for her to be the band’s exclusive teen vlogger and
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Vanessa’s dad loves the idea to help build buzz, so who is Vanessa
to stop her? Sandy wants her to come along, but while Vanessa’s
not going to stop her friend, there’s no way she’s going on tour.
Despite her efforts to stay away, Vanessa gets caught up in the tour
preparations and starts not hating it (or the guys) as much as she
would have expected. And then, when things start to go wrong, they
don’t just want her on tour, they need her. Will Vanessa rise to
the challenge? And if she does will she be able to protect her heart
from these boys who were built to be heartthrobs? Along for the
Ride is the first book in The Rosewoods Rock Star series for readers
who love swoony romantic comedies about rock stars and the girls
who can’t resist them. Note: The Rock Star books are companions
to the original Rosewoods series, but take place after it, beginning
chronologically after Crossing the Line (book 10). There are some
spoilers, but each series can be read independently. Keywords: free,
free romance, free ya romance, free books, free ya, 0.00, musicians,
rock band, boy band, music, tour, contemporary romance, young
adult contemporary romance, boarding school, high school,
friendship, boys, kissing, first love, humorous romance, romantic
humor, funny romance, flirting, teen, teenage, rich, wealthy, elite,
young adult, new adult, coming of age, love triangle, boys,
relationships, firsts, friendships, play, Hollywood, Celebuspawn,
scholarships, royalty, celebrity, boyfriend, series, The Rosewoods,
YA, ya romance, love, rock star,
Brenda Whitman’s love life is abysmal. Aged forty-eight, she has
been divorced twice, has no children and is incredibly lonely. She
always thought she would meet the right man one day, but
unfortunately this never happened. Most of her friends are married
with grown-up children. One day, while she is watching her
favourite reality TV show, The Neophyte, one of the contestants
caught her eye: a gorgeous young man called James Lyman.
Amazingly, Brenda and James have a chance encounter in a Fleet
Street wine bar. They start seeing each other, and Brenda becomes
happier than she’s ever been. However, James is soon conflicted;
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he meets a young, beautiful woman who ‘ticks all the boxes’ —
Elizabeth Cooker. Will he pursue his new love interest, or will he
continue dating Brenda?
“As feline collaborators go, you couldn’t ask for better than
Sneaky Pie Brown, the canny tiger cat. . . . Solid
storytelling.”—The New York Times Book Review The annual
steeplechase races are the high point in the social calendar of the
horse-mad Virginians of cozy Crozet. But when one of the jockeys is
found murdered in the main barn, Mary Minor “Harry”
Haristeen finds herself in a desperate race of her own—to trap the
killer. Luckily for her, she has an experienced ally: her sage tiger cat,
Mrs. Murphy. Utilizing her feline genius to plumb the depths of
human depravity, Mrs. Murphy finds herself on a trail that leads to
the shocking truth behind the murder. But will her human
companion catch on in time to beat the killer to the gruesome finish
line? “The browns [Rita Mae and Sneaky Pie] once again blend
plot, character, and atmosphere with plenty of wit and charm to
create a delightful entertainment.”—Publishers Weekly
Death Grip
Dithering Steam
Adventure of an American Girl in Ancient China
A Mrs. Murphy Mystery
In My Father’S Shoes
Volume 5

"If what you're hiding is motive, Gastner
will ferret it out and do what needs to be
done. An outstanding mystery." --Booklist
starred review Posadas Register reporter
Linda Real barely survives her nighttime
patrol with one of Undersheriff Bill
Gastner's deputies. He is killed by a more
accurate shotgun blast than the one that
ruins her face. Teamed with his intuitive,
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observant detective Estelle Reyes-Guzman
and her usual sharp eye for physical
evidence, Bill implicates Tammy Woodruff,
the thrill-seeking daughter of the local
Republican County Chairman, in the brutal
assault. Before he can interrogate her,
though, Tammy hightails it. Soon she is
found crushed to death after her truck
goes off the road while she's loaded with
booze - in fact, far too much alcohol, for
anyone to have consumed....
Caryn Castle, a small town police officer
in the Midwest, kills a man in selfdefense while on duty, a traumatic event
that shakes her confidence. At the same
time, in Florida, an ex-husband, Jimmy
Castle, is involved with a mob hit man in
a rip-off of drug money. Double-crossed,
Jimmy manages to swipe the loot but makes
the mistake of heading back to his
hometown. He is pursued by the initial hit
man, the Pray-er, and another gunman, Luis
Santana, who was in on the heist. A catand-mouse game ensues in which Caryn finds
not only herself but also her family in
danger if the money isn't returned to the
Pray-er and Santana. Her only hope of
saving herself and the people she loves is
to either cooperate with the Pray-er or to
outsmart him. Re-arming herself, Caryn
vows to bring the pursuit and the danger
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to an end in a face-to-face encounter. One
certainty exists for her: not all the
players will survive the crucial hour.
He was my ex-boyfriend's uncle, but he was
my subordinate. He only had one purpose in
sleeping: revenge! But I can't get out of
it. "Luo Xiaotian, since I'm going to be a
husband, I'll fulfill my duty as a wife
..." I just wanted to borrow his help, but
I'll need to repay it for the rest of my
life!
The Close Special Soldier
Cracks in the Wall
Along for the Ride (The Rosewoods Rock
Star Series, #1)
A Novel
The Brown Mountain Lights and The Mesozoic
Phoenix
Earth Man

When Linda Phillips is found brutally murdered in
her home, it appears to be an open-and-shut case.
However, potential suspects multiply as Detective
Parker Havenot digs deeper. He is finally left with
only circumstantial evidence in a well-planned and
executed crime. However, Detective Havenot isn't
convinced by the circumstantial evidence. He has
a hunch that Linda's tragic death is the last link in
a chain of events that began deep within her past.
Months pass, and his relentless pursuit of the truth
produces no other leads except to uncover a side
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of the quiet, rural town that surprises the
seasoned homicide detective. Will the trail grow
cold before Parker can identify the killer?
Set on a plantation in northern Peru, against the
backdrop of El Niño and the resulting storms and
floods, Meeting the Dead tells the story of two
young Americans who get caught up in a blood
feud between two powerful Peruvian families. The
plot revolves around John Hauser, a Texan who
accompanies his friend David Leroy on a journey
of discovery to South America. John must decide
whether to sell the ranch his father has left him or
to keep a deathbed promise to his father and
return home to work the land. While in Peru, John
forges a relationship with local landowner Heim
Ulmson and gets involved in Heim's struggle to
keep his plantation from being stolen by a
prominent banker, Don Enrique de la Cruz. As
John finds himself drawn into the fight between
the Ulmson and de la Cruz families, he becomes
romantically involved with Heim's beautiful
neighbor, Linda de la Piedra. David also pursues
Linda, causing a rift between the two best friends.
As the storms worsen and the floodwaters rise,
John discovers supernatural elements to the blood
feud between Heim and Don Enrique, and finds
himself being forced to commit murder by a means
he never imagined possible.
In order to protect itself from an alien scourge, the
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planet Earth chooses a good-hearted Canadian to
infuse with great power. Danny Boyle finds himself
gifted with superhuman abilities and suddenly his
simple life in Kelowna, British Columbia is turned
upside down. Three monsters no bigger than a flea
descend to Earth, burrowing into the flesh of the
living creatures of the planet and changing them
into the perfect hosts. Their hunger has taken the
Growth across the stars and they have left a
thousand dead worlds in their wake. Mankind has
no idea that evil now walks among them and
Danny must quickly learn to decipher the strange
clues the animals and the trees are sending him.
With the power of Earth's animals at his command,
Danny must find the hero inside of him before
everything he knows and everyone he loves is lost.
The Ultimate Prize
The Flood of the Century
The Hands of Christ
Caleb's Protection
Meeting the Dead
Graham's American Monthly Magazine of
Literature, Art, and Fashion
When the heart of a father crosses paths with the
honor of a badge, the bloodline is sacrificed for love,
respect, family, power, and greed. Meet the most
powerful man to ever walk the streets of New York
City. Street name Lefty, his net worth exceeds more
than one hundred million. To keep it, all he has to do
is eliminate the one person standing in his way his
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father. Take the ride as you flip through the pages of
In My Fathers Shoes. This is a heart-pounding, fastpaced, end-to-end journey of a father and son
looking to uncover their differences in respect, love
and principals. Hang on as they both scramble to
stay in touch within their own world. Unfold the
drama and the untold story of the hard-core streets
of New York. Get on board and hold on to your seat
as you are taken on a roller-coaster ride like never
before...
In Draper, Utah, a tight-knit Mormon community is
thrown into upheaval when their ward's second
counselor, the bishop's right-hand man, is found
dead in an elaborately staged murder on church
property. Karl Ashby was known as a devout
Mormon, a pillar of the community if somewhat strict
about church doctrine. A hardworking family man, a
loving husband and father of two teenage children,
Karl didn't seem to have any enemies. Who would
want him dead? Was the killer sending some kind of
message? Is the rest of the ward in danger? Linda
Wallheim, the wife of the ward's bishop, can't rest as
long as the ward is suffering. She is particularly
worried about Karl's two grieving children and his
widow, Emma, who seems to be wrongfully targeted
by police as the chief suspect. But the entire case is
turned upside down by the autopsy report, which
reveals Karl Ashby was a biological woman. In the
Mormon church, where gender is considered part of a
person's "eternal identity"—that is, their soul—and
where non-heterosexual lifestyles are taboo, some
people regard transgenderism as one of the worst
possible transgressions of faith. The ward seems to
be more upset by Karl's gender than it was by his
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murder, and more concerned with hushing up the
story than with solving the crime. Linda realizes that
if the police are to catch the killer, they are going to
need an ally on the inside—and she is the only one
who can help. Karl must have been living a life of
secrecy for twenty years. What other secrets was he
hiding--and can Linda ferret them out before the
rumors tear her community apart?
We find Malcolm back in Africa. This time his sister,
Linda and girl friend April are with him. He must find
a safe way out for them all, while fighting off those
who brought them to Africa. We find Malcolm trying
to come to terms with his last ordeal. His strange
thoughts and visions block his mind. He must fight
his own demons before they destroy him. He finds it
too hard to stay at home. Hes thrown out of
university. He vows to keep his temper under
control. He vows to stop killing. He thinks his killed
too many bad men. Linda and April go missing. The
trail leads him to a beautiful young lady, called
Marie. Is she all that she seems? He most look for her
first then save her, and all before he goes back to
Africa. The screaming demon becomes a more
powerful witch doctor. More than he could ever
imagine.
Guilty Unless Proven Innocent - The Vendetta
Blackwood's Magazine
Rosalinda, a Novel
Saints and Sinners
Taken

The retired Special Forces soldiers, Zhao Yang, were
repeatedly assassinated when he returned to Huaxia.
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After his investigation and counterattack, they cleared
away one obstacle after another and found out that he
had an extraordinary background. However, there was
actually a shocking secret hidden behind this
background; they just had to see how Zhao Yang would
survive and unravel this secret, step by step, to reach the
pinnacle of his life.
President Idrissa Bandada didn't think much when he
cancelled an acclaimed freest and fairest election ever
held in black Africa. But the events to follow would soon
force the now retired general into a rethink. A supposed
respectable businessman gets killed in a five-star hotel in
the eastern city of Enugu. In a politically volatile country,
such deaths are no news. But when such gruesome ends
start repeating in quick succession, one name, The Dean;
the unseen assassin claiming the murders; sends panic
throughout the entire nation. The new President, Sabo
Achaba, isn't going to fold hands in Aso Rock. He sends
the security service, the SSS and soon his special elite
guards, the B-Gang to get rid of the supposedly sole
gunman. But The Dean is proving difficult to get that it
seems the combined forces of the SSS and B-Gang are
not professional enough. Meanwhile, The Dean, the
intractable assassin, glides slowly with his team to the
major target-General Achaba in Aso Rock. They call it
Operation Octopus . A racing, hat-topping, suspensefilled thriller that mirrors an era steeped in military
adventurism in Nigeria's not-too-distant past. If "The
Senator" was engrossing, "The Ultimate Prize" will simply
keep you on toes. "-Henry Okoduwa (The Sun)"
A large populated, academic high school with extremely
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aggressive kids, was targeted by a vengeful, hooded
mask serial killer call the Nightstalker. The principal of the
school attempts to deal with the aggressive and unethical
behavior of students, including a white supremacist
group, by delegating six gifted and athletic students who
were just as aggressive to contend with the serious
problems. The six super athletic females, who were
seniors, vowed to clear the school aggressive and
corrupt students. They uncovered a conspiracy by a
white supremacist group to terminate the small number of
African Americans students from the school at any cost.
The sinister Nightstalker stalks and blows away victims of
the school with a 44 magnum at a certain hour of the
night. The killer only left gruesome bodies, but no other
evidence or clues, making it very difficult for law
enforcements to apprehend the perpetrator, which
propelled the school and city into a terrifying panic. The
police department was suffering from budget woes, and
had only two detectives assign to the most gruesome
murders ever to occur in the city; they were Linda Russo
and Jackie Williams. Their work was cut out for them,
investigating the serious situations at Lakewood High at
times, and tracking the illusive Nightstalker at night. Linda
Russo believes that the gruesome killings were somehow
connected to the 1990 Nightstalker killings in her
hometown in Michigan in which a relative was a victim.
Murder, She Meowed
Cloud Zero
CEO's Order: Baby, See You Tonight
The Hand of God
Is Fat Bob Dead Yet?
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Invasion from 2500

Tom Borton was a New Yorker, aged 38, and
an ex-FBI agent. He came to London for a
holiday plus business venture. Checked into
the Hilton Hotel, and whilst waiting for the
room service waiter to bring coffee and
sandwiches, he glanced at the daily
newspaper, and on the front of it, he saw a
photograph of Maria Fantini, the Opera singer,
who was giving a performance of La Boheme'
the following evening at Covenant Garden.
Tom noticed the necklace of sapphires and
diamonds she was wearing, and decided to try
and steal it, in a daring gesture. He visited a
nightclub and met a beautiful socialite, who
was the cause of his undoing, in Paris, and on
to the Cote d'Azure, exciting events
developed, with the entrance of a rich French
widow.
The Redemption of John T. is the story of a
young man who was a great athlete but, due
to his reputation as a young thug in his
hometown of San Francisco, turns to
becoming a member of a street gang under
the control of the local Mafia family. His
intelligence and cunning wits bring him
success, and he rises rapidly in the Mafia
family. The story follows his ascension to the
very pinnacle of the Sicilian-American Mafia. It
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is at his pinnacle that for the first time in his
life, he finds love and shortly thereafter has a
miraculous recovery from a bullet wound that
caused him to have an epiphany and wherein
he finds his redemption.
This book is meant as a companion volume to
The Beatles Film & TV Chronicle 1961-1970
and covers the first ten years of the solo
careers of the individual Beatles from 1971 to
1980. It is the indispensable reference book
for every serious Beatles video collector, with
several years worth of research and
investigation into the massive amount of film
material held in archives around the world.
The book includes details on over 100 hours
worth of solo material, with many items
covered for the very first time, and is fully
illustrated with over one hundred thumbnail
images taken from a variety of film sources.
As a bonus, the book also includes a chapter
of updates regarding recently discovered and
new information about films of The Beatles as
a group during the years from 1961 to 1970.
Linda's Place
His Right Hand
Too Much Rain
Jake Edward Wells married Linda Marie Anderson
January 1, 1985; their Union Yacht Express took
off with a modest investment of $2,000.00. Jake
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would turn that meek amount into $2,000,000.00.
Jake and Linda left on a honeymoon that most only
dream about. Their adventures will take them to
the far ports of call of the world. Through Jake's
crafty business sense they amassed a small
fortune to spend on their lavish life style. From
London to Bali they enjoyed the spoils of Jake's
shenanigans. Linda would give Jake the moniker
"Adorable Outlaw," although others might consider
his actions just "outlaw." Jake would show Linda a
world far different then the world she grew up in.
This May to December; Sunrise to Sunset marriage
will taste, feel, smell, and experience the life only
the creme de la creme people of the world could
afford or have a possibility of coming into contact
with such living. Enjoying epicurean cuisines,
shopping at the most lavish, up-scale stores,
staying in the exquisite suites of the finniest
hotels, in the most alluring cities of the world, they
would celebrate each day of their honeymoon as
though it was their first day. Eighteen months of
bathing in luxury, sampling different cultures,
experiencing each others souls, blending their
Union Yacht into a spirited voyage of wonderment.
Join this dynamic duo in a love story, on their
honeymoon; roaming the world that transcends any
honeymoon that has ever existed. A love story that
would make Romeo and Juliet, Boggy and Bacall,
Anthony and Cleopatra's love stories pale in
comparison.
As Jack Eskridge sped through the night toward
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Chicago, the sky was suddenly lit with a flash of
brilliance. Jack stopped the car and ran toward the
light. He was greeted by a fantastic sight: a huge,
weirdly glowing arch, through which were pouring
strange-looking tanks, airships and metallic-clad
soldiers carrying sinister weapons. Jack knew he
had to get away and warn the country of the
invasion. But before he could reach Chicago all the
major cities in the United States had been
conquered by the aliens. No one knew where they
came from or what their evil purpose was. Only
one thing was certain - they had to be stopped
before the whole of mankind fell under their
domination.
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